Pangenome analyses facilitate the interpretation of genetic diversity and evolutionary history of a 5 taxon. However, there is an urgent and unmet need to develop new tools for advanced pangenome 6 construction and visualization, especially for metagenomic data. Here we present an integrated 7 pipeline, named MetaPGN, for construction and graphical visualization of pangenome network 8 from either microbial genomes or metagenomes. Given either isolated genomes or metagenomic 9 assemblies coupled with a reference genome of the targeted taxon, MetaPGN generates a 10 pangenome in a topological network, consisting of genes (nodes) and gene-gene genomic 11 adjacencies (edges) of which biological information can be easily updated and retrieved. MetaPGN 12 also includes a self-developed Cytoscape plugin for layout of and interaction with the resulting 13 pangenome network, providing an intuitive and interactive interface for full exploration of genetic 14 diversity. We demonstrate the utility of MetaPGN by constructing Escherichia coli (E. coli) 15 pangenome networks from five E. coli pathogenic strains and 760 human gut microbiomes 16 respectively, revealing extensive genetic diversity of E. coli within both isolates and gut microbial 17 populations. With the ability to extract and visualize gene contents and gene-gene physical 18 adjacencies of a specific taxon from large-scale metagenomic data, MetaPGN provides advantages 19 in expanding pangenome analysis to uncultured microbial taxa. MetaPGN is available at 20 https://github.com/peng-ye/MetaPGN. 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
Introduction not possible from a linear/circular representation. Nevertheless, tools based on the de Bruijn graph ≥95% and overlap ≥ 90%) over all the E. coli strains investigated. A gene (270bp) encoding a hypothetical protein is uniquely presented between fliC and fliD in E. coli O157:H7 str. EDL933. 117 In a fimbria protein-related gene cluster, compared to the reference E. coli strain, all the 5 118 pathogenic strains possess several genes located between two conserved genes encoding an outer 119 membrane protein and a regulatory protein, and E. coli O127:H6 E2348/69 uniquely exhibits more 120 genes encoding proteins of unknown functions (Fig. 2b ).
121
For a gene cluster responsible for the biosynthesis of lipopolysaccharides (LPS), E. coli 122 O127:H6 E2348/69 shares three genes with the reference strain that differentiate from the other 4 123 pathogenic strains ( Fig. 2c ). For another gene cluster of related function, the E. coli O127:H6 124 E2348/69 also shows a strain-specific duplication event of two genes involved in colanic acid (CA) 125 synthesis (wcaH and wcaG, denoted by a purple dash line in Fig. 2d ). It has been demonstrated 126 that CA can modify lipopolysaccharide (LPS) generating a novel form (MLPS) which may enhance 127 survival of E. coli in different ways [18] . The two wcaH genes in E. coli O127:H6 E2348/69, may 128 even though they share high similarity (99.1% identity) confer the strain with different functional alignment-based strategy, which was assessed with mock datasets (Methods). With the recruited assemblies, a pangenome network consisting of 9,406 nodes and 14,676 edges (Supplementary   148   Table S3 , Supplementary File S3) was generated and visualized after refinement (Methods).
149
Based on annotation, we first searched flagellin-related genes in this network. We found that 150 the pattern of adjacencies among these genes was similar to that in the pangenome network of the pathogenic E. coli strains (Fig 2a) . 155 We then investigated mobile genetic elements (MGEs) in this pangenome network, as they can Since first coined more than a decade ago, pangenome analysis has provided a framework for 186 studying the genomic diversity within a species. Current methods for pangenome analyses mainly 187 focus on gene contents but ignore their genomic context, as well as having shortages in pangenome 188 visualization. Besides, available methods are usually designed for genomic data and not capable 189 of constructing pangenomes from metagenomics data. To fill these gaps, our MetaPGN pipeline 190 takes genome or metagenome assemblies as input, uses gene contents as well as pairwise gene 191 adjacency to generate a compact graphical representation for the gene network based on a reference 192 genome, and visualizes the network in Cytoscape with a self-developed plugin (Fig. 1, Fig. S2 ).
193
From the two MetaPGN-derived E. coli pangenome networks, we can directly observe the 194 diversity of genes among the five pathogenic E. coli strains and 760 human gut microbiomes with 195 respect to the reference genome. For instance, in the pangenome network for the 5 pathogenic E. 196 coli strains, we found that nucleotide sequences of the fliC gene which carries H-antigen specificity 197 were highly divergent among the E. coli assemblies (Fig. 2a ). These fliC sequences were more Figure 1 . An Overview of the MetaPGN pipeline: from assemblies to a pangenome network. Gene 383 prediction is performed on query assemblies. The resulting genes are clustered, after which genes 384 in the same cluster are represented by the longest sequence of this cluster called the representative 385 gene (node a-g). All these representative genes are then aligned against genes on the given 386 reference genome. From the alignment result, genes shared between the representative gene set
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